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Executive Summary

This brief seeks to guide the development of a 1.7 hectare site in Soho. Most of the
site is currently occupied by the City Council’s Marshall Street Leisure Centre,
Poland Street Car Park and Broadwick Street Car Park, and Dufours Place
Cleansing Depot. The site is located within the Central Activities Zone and the Soho
Conservation Area.

Marshall Street Leisure Centre is housed within a Grade II listed building, built in
1928-1931.  The Leisure Centre function was closed in 1997 and has since remained
empty. The other uses include the Dufours Place Cleansing Depot, a theatre
company, and has some residential units. The building’s condition has deteriorated in
recent years, and given its historical and architectural importance English Heritage
designated it as a priority on their Buildings at Risk Register in January 2000.

The leisure use was closed due to the cost of repair and maintenance, and there
have been previous discussions to improve the buildings condition and reinstate the
use. The conservation of this architecturally interesting building is a concern for the
City Council, and reuse to secure its repair is urgently required.  The retention of the
leisure centre use, a key element of the building’s original purpose, is the preferred
option for both the City Council and English Heritage.

The previous attempts to return the leisure centre to use, focused on the leisure
centre building, have not succeeded.   The footprint has now been widened, and it is
proposed to market the site for disposal whilst retaining the freehold of the main pool
building.  In April 2004 the Cabinet member for Leisure and Lifelong Learning agreed
the proposed marketing strategy to bring the building back into use.

This brief gives consideration to the scope for redevelopment and potential uses for
Marshall Street Leisure Centre, Dufours Place Cleansing Depot, Poland Street Car
Park and Broadwick Street Car Park.  This is a significant part of Soho and a high
quality, innovative and comprehensive solution is sought. The draft brief concludes
that any new use must bring about the following requirements:

� Repair, modernisation and appropriate re-use of the listed pools complex,
including the re-use of the marble-lined pool for swimming;

� Conservation of the architectural and historical importance of the existing
fabric;

� Retention of public leisure centre, cleansing depot and car parking facilities;
� Protection and enhancement of the character and appearance of the

conservation area and neighbouring listed buildings, and producing significant
physical regeneration of the surrounding area;

� Provision of any new and sustainable uses should adhere to the Central
Activities Zone policy requirements as specified in the Replacement Unitary
Development Plan (Pre Inquiry version) August 2002.
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This brief seeks to provide clear advice and guidance for the following purposes:

� Inform and advise all interested parties;
� Assist the City Council with a marketing campaign to secure the building’s

conservation and re-use;
� Reduce any planning uncertainty over alternative uses for the building and the

degree of alteration to the listed building;
� Assist in identifying a consensus on the way forward;
� Allow comments from interested parties to be addressed through consultation.

Following consultation the draft brief will be reported to the Planning and
Development Committee for adoption as a formal planning brief for development
control purposes.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Marshall Street Leisure Centre and Dufours Place Cleansing Depot  are
located within a Grade II listed building currently on the English Heritage
Buildings at Risk Register. In 1997, the Marshall Street Leisure Centre was
closed and has since remained empty. Dufours Place at the eastern end of the
site is occupied by the City Council’s Cleansing Depot on the lower floors. The
upper floors are occupied by a theatre company and some residential
accommodation. A plan showing the location of these uses is attached at
Appendix 1.

1.2 The Poland Street Car Park is occupied on 7 levels. The entrance to the car
park is through 49-51 Poland Street, a five storey office building constructed in
the mid 1950s. The ground floor of 49-51 Poland Street is currently vacant,
previously used as a car showroom, and the upper floors are in commercial
use.

1.3 The Broadwick Street Car Park is located at the basement level of William
Blake House, with access from Dufours Place. The car park provides for 60
parking spaces.

1.4 In the north-west corner of the site, facing towards Carnaby Street, is 45
Fouberts Place, a five storey office building erected in the late 1950’s.

1.5 The purpose of this brief is to set out the City of Westminster’s requirements
for the site and considerations on potential uses for the site and surplus
elements of the listed building.  The City Council requires the retention of
leisure and depot facilities, and the repair and refurbishment of the listed
building. The City Council considers there is a significant opportunity for
additional uses to create a mixed use or predominantly residential scheme
comprising residential, leisure and commercial uses all of which are
characteristic of this part of Soho.

1.6 This brief does not seek to pre-empt the final use of the site however, it does
seek to aid the City Council in undertaking a marketing campaign to redevelop
the site, restore the listed building and secure a sustainable long-term future
for it. The sites included in this brief constitute a wide range of Central Activity
Zone activities and an opportunity to contribute significantly to the area’s
improvement. It also aims to ensure that future occupants are aware of the
issues affecting the listed building and its use.

1.7 This brief is therefore addressed to a number of parties who have an interest
in the building including:

� Ward Councillors;
� Potential purchasers and occupiers of the building;
� Professional consultants involved in the repair, restoration, refurbishment

and redevelopment of the building;
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� The residents and businesses already established in the area and their
various representative organisations;

� English Heritage;
� Other interested bodies including the Friends of Marshall Street Baths and

the Soho Society;
� Local Health and Social Care services;
� For public information.

1.8 On 29 April 2004 the Planning and Development Committee agreed this
planning brief for the purpose of public consultation.  It is intended for the brief
to become adopted as Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) by following
the procedures set out in Planning Policy Guidance Note 12 (PPG12 –
‘Development Plans’).  In its current form the brief is a material consideration
in determining any planning applications however, it will be accorded more
weight as the consultation and adoption process proceeds.
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2 The Site, Location and Planning History

The Site and Location

Reproduced from Ordnance Survey  mapping with the sanction of Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 
Crown Copyr ight. Unauthor ised reproduction may lead to prosecution or civ il proceedings. 
City of Westmins ter LA086592 City Planning Group Fung-Yee Cheung Sept 03
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Map 1: Site Plan

2.1 The Marshall Street Leisure Centre is located on the east side of Marshall
Street between the junctions with Foubert’s Place and Broadwick Street.
Marshall Street is a narrow local road providing vehicular and pedestrian
access to streets in the immediate vicinity, notably Ganton Street, Newburgh
Street and Fouberts Place. In the north-west corner of the site, facing towards
Carnaby Street, is 45 Fouberts Place, a five storey office building erected in
the late 1950’s. The Dufours Place Cleansing Depot adjoins the Leisure
Centre at the rear, fronting onto Dufours Place, a small cul de sac running
north from Broadwick Street. The building is Grade II listed and was built
between 1928 and 1931 by A.W.S. and K.M.S Cross, the listing description is
attached at Appendix 2. The Cleansing Depot was built at the same time as
the adjacent swimming pools and public baths complex as a public laundry.
Whilst not specifically referred to in the description accompanying the entry for
the pools complex in the Secretary of State’s Statutory List of buildings of
special architectural or historic interest, both the City Council (as local
planning authority) and English Heritage regard it as falling within the curtilage
of the specifically listed pools complex and thus sharing in its statutory
protection. The building is currently a priority on the English Heritage Register
of Buildings at Risk.
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2.2 The Poland Street Car Park is located on the west side of Poland Street
between the junctions with Great Marlborough Street/Noel Street and
Broadwick Street. The entrance to the car park is opposite the junction with
D’Arblay Street. Poland Street is a narrow local road providing vehicular and
pedestrian access to streets in the immediate vicinity. The car park is not
purpose built and the building has been used as a car park since at least the
last war and presently provides parking for 404 cars on seven levels. Entrance
to the car park is through 49-51 Poland Street, a five storey office building.
Access to the car park is also available from Marshall Street, immediately
north of the Leisure Centre.

2.3 The Marshall Street Leisure Centre comprises an imposing forebuilding in the
inter war neo-Georgian style, the main baths which feature a large vaulted roof
and very distinctive marble-lined swimming pool, the small pool to the rear,
and a taller block flanking the main pool on its northern side. The southern
flank wall of the small pool faces Dufours Place.

2.4 To the east of the small pool and with access from Dufours Place is the City
Council’s Cleansing Depot. This building was constructed at the same time as
the Marshall Street Baths and is included in the statutory listing of the Baths.
The Cleansing Depot occupies the basement, ground and part of the first floor.
The upper floors are occupied by a theatre company and some residential
accommodation leased by the City Council.

2.5 The only other highway frontage to the listed building is at the end of Dufours
Place and is accessed from Broadwick Street.

2.6 The Broadwick Street Car Park is located on the west side of Dufours Place,
beneath William Blake House. Entrance to the car park is adjacent to the
Marshall Street Baths. It provides 60 parking spaces at basement level only.

2.7 Dufours Place cul-de-sac is enclosed by William Blake House and a row of
four storey listed 18th century Grade II* buildings on Broadwick Street in
commercial use. The eastern side of Dufours Place is occupied by office and
residential buildings, rising from four to seven storeys, the western side by
William Blake House. Dufours Place is a cul-de-sac of varying width. It
provides the sole vehicular access to the car park and the street cleansing
depot, and the only pedestrian access to all the properties on the east side of
the street.

2.8 Poland Street comprises of mainly four and five storey buildings with a mix of
retail and commercial activities.

2.9 Immediately to the south of the site is William Blake House, a 1960’s twelve
storey block of flats rising above a two storey podium comprising shops,
restaurant and offices, also in the freehold ownership of the City Council.

2.10 Great Marlborough Street to the north of the site includes a number of modern
commercial buildings six or seven storeys in height. 49-50 Great Marlborough
Street is a six storey office building erected in the late 1930’s. It is of some
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interest although not listed.  Other modern buildings up to seven storeys in
height lie to the south and south-west of William Blake House.

2.11 The site is located within the Soho Conservation Area. A copy of the Soho
Conservation Area General Information Leaflet is included as Appendix 3. This
part of the Soho Conservation Area retains many 18th and 19th century
buildings of four or five storeys in height. This remains the predominant scale
and character of the Carnaby Street area immediately to the west of the site.
Listed buildings in the immediate vicinity, the setting of which will need to be
taken into account when formulating development proposals are:

� 33-37 Marshall Street opposite the Marshall Street Baths;

� 7,11 and 54 Poland Street;

� 48 Great Marlborough Street, adjacent to 49-50; and

� 46-58 Broadwick Street which is an important terrace of Grade II* listed
buildings on the corner of Dufours Place.

A plan to show the distribution of listed buildings in the vicinity is included as
Appendix 4.

2.12 The site lies within the strategic view of the Palace of Westminster from
Primrose Hill, also shown at Appendix 4, protected by policy DES 14. The
policy states that developments within the viewing corridor should not exceed
the height of the Development Plane, this being the level from the viewpoint at
Primrose Hill to the general roof line of the Palace of Westminster. Further
detail is provided in supplementary planning guidance ‘Strategic Views in
Westminster’ (1994). Any new development should not have an impact on this
view. Any application will need to be accompanied by an assessment of the
impact of the development on the strategic view.

2.13 The site is located 70 metres to the east of Carnaby Street and within 200
metres of both Oxford Street and Regent Street. Oxford Circus Underground
Station is a 350 metre walk to the north-west. Piccadilly Circus is 450 metres to
the south. It is within the Central Activities Zone (CAZ), an area of mixed uses
within central Westminster, as designated in the Unitary Development Plan.
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Map 2: Site Location
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Reproduced from Ordnance Survey  mapping wi th the sanction of Her Majesty's Stationery Office, Crown Copyright. Unauthorised 
reproduction may lead to prosecution or civi l proceedings. City of Westminster LA086592 City Planning Group Fung-Yee Cheung March 03

2.14 Part of the site lies within the Cross Rail Safeguarding route - a potential new
underground rail route running east –west, and through the development
control process the City Council will prevent the construction of any new
buildings with deep piled foundations along the safeguarded zone.
Safeguarding directions were originally issued for Cross Rail in 1991,
however, the project was put on hold in 1994. The route option for line 1 is
being progressed and it is now expected that a Hybrid Bill will be put before
Parliament in 2004. A plan to show the alignment of the safeguarding zone
underneath the Poland Street Car Park is included as Appendix 5.

2.15 Soho is characterised by a rich mixture of retail, leisure, office, media and
residential uses. A plan to show the predominant uses surrounding the site is
included as Appendix 6.

2.16 The site of the Marshall Street Baths was previously occupied by the St.
James Work House (1862). The site of the Poland Street Car Park was
previously occupied by the St. James Burying Ground (1744). The Greater
London Archaeology Advisory Service should be contacted for advice on the
likely need for an archaeological survey and possible archaeological works
associated with any redevelopment.
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Planning History

2.17 Planning permission for change of use of the Old Laundry at Dufours Place to
rehearsal studios was granted in 1985. Planning permission and listed building
consent was granted for refurbishment and alterations to the Leisure Centre,
including conversion of the small pool to provide for dry sports facilities in
1986. A number of planning and listed building consent applications have
been approved for other minor external and internal works to the building.

2.18 A number of planning applications have been approved for minor works and
changes of use to parts of the Poland Street car park building. 45 Fouberts
Place was granted a certificate of lawfulness of use for workshop and offices.

2.19 A full schedule of the relevant planning history is included as Appendix 7.

2.20 A planning brief for the site was approved in 1996. This also sought retention
of the leisure centre and depot facilities, together with a mixed use scheme.
This brief replaces that version.
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3 Issues for the Site

The Listed Building

3.1 The City Council closed the Marshall Street Leisure Centre in 1997 due to the
cost of repair and maintenance. There are structural problems particularly in
relation to the small pool area. There are also a number of health and safety
issues including condition of tiling and floor coverings, and a number of
Environmental Health concerns regarding plant essential to the centre’s
operation. The works required are complex, extensive and inter-related, a
complete refurbishment is required. There have been previous discussions to
improve its condition and return to use.

3.2 The leisure centre provided a range of wet and dry sports facilities. The
Leisure Centre comprises two main elements, the main pool building and the
small pool building.

3.3 The main pool building comprises the front building on Marshall Street façade
and north block, which includes basement, ground and three upper floors. This
area housed the changing area, weights room, office accommodation, pool
plant, main reception, aerobics/dance studios, karate workshop and sports
injury clinic. Part of the ground and first floor was also used by Parkside
Health NHS Trust for a clinic. The main pool lies behind the front façade
building, providing the principal feature of interest.

3.4 The small pool building to the rear comprises of a basement and ground floor.
The area had not been in use for some years prior to 1997.

3.5 The Dufours Place Cleansing Depot abuts the small pool building at the rear
of the site. The Depot comprises storage and parking areas at ground and
basement level, with offices and amenity areas on the first floor. A theatre
company and residential accommodation occupy the upper floors.

3.6 It is the City Council’s objective to reopen the leisure centre with floor areas for
wet and dry sports facilities as provided in 1997 and refurbishment that retains
the architectural and historic interest of this Grade II listed building.  The
restoration of the Leisure Centre should include:

� The main pool, which is marble lined, being brought back in to use. The
plant room and associated infrastructure requires fully updating to
modern standards.

� Restored changing facilities

� A mix of "dryside" facilities sufficient to make the facility sustainable
once restored. Dryside activities mix should include dryside changing
rooms,  fitness and weight training, gym facilities, aerobics/dance
studio(s), health treatment rooms, possible creche facilities,
catering/cafe and/or other appropriate activities. Dryside activities
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should be located within the front building on Marshall Street and the
northern wing of the main pool building.

3.7 It is likely that the restored Leisure Centre will be operated by a Leisure
Management company and that such a company would be a partner
organisation in the restoration programme to ensure a viable mix of activities
is provided in the final design layout of the centre.3.8 Other priorities for the
site are to retain the depot facilities either on site or as agreed with the City
Council. The depot is required for efficient operation of the cleansing service,
and must be capable of being used 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Replacement depot facilities will be need to include:

� an operational area, including space for refuse collection and washing
equipment/vehicles, hand barrows, a compactor, access for skip lorry;

� storage space;
� accommodation for staff including male and female changing facilities;
� managers office;
� access for vehicles.

More detailed specification is provided at Appendix 8. The replacement depot
will require adequate floorspace in order to allow for more staff, equipment
and vehicles, and improved layout to allow for safer working practices.
Temporary depot accommodation will need to be provided during any
redevelopment.

3.9 The future of the theatre company also needs to be addressed. This may
involve relocation elsewhere or provision on site, or another solution mutually
acceptable to the City Council and the theatre company.

House of Commons report on historic swimming pools

3.10 A House of Commons, Culture, Media and Sport Committee report Testing the
Waters: The Sport of Swimming (December 2001) considered the future and
role of historic pools in UK swimming provision. The Committee received
evidence on the issues surrounding a number of historic pools, including the
Marshall Street Baths. Witnesses to the Committee included English Heritage
and the Friends of Marshall Street Baths.

3.11 Whilst not commenting on Marshall Street Baths specifically, the Committee
concluded that:

“Historic pools represent a valuable part of the UK’s heritage. The
priority afforded to them needs to be assessed sensitively and carefully
within the context of total provision across the relevant community
(including transport issues, potential usage, importance in terms of
social history and architectural quality). We cannot ignore the realities
of budgetary constraints, but imaginative and creative funding solutions
should be sought in consultation with the local community.
Currently English Heritage cannot afford to help significantly with the
funding of the refurbishment of historic pools. The Committee believes
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there is a case for more resources from the Heritage Lottery Fund
being made available to historic pools for this purpose.”

The main pool

The Car Park

3.12 Within this part of the City, the City Council requires the re-provision of 200 -
350 public off-street car parking spaces in the redevelopment of the Poland
Street Car Park. This could include replacement provision for the Broadwick
Street Car Park if it is allocated for another use. New car parking provision
must be built to modern standards and operating dimensions to secure car
park status. The objective of the secure car park award is to certify car parks
which have introduced effective measures to create a safe and secure
environment which reduces both public fear and opportunities for crimes to be
committed.

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)

3.13 The City Council may require the submission of an Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) for those developments that meet Schedule 2 criteria of the
EIA regulations. Applicants are advised to consult the City Council well in
advance of any application for development of the site as the need for EIA will
be dependent on the individual proposals.

Health Impact Assessment
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3.14 Subject to the scale of any proposal for the site, the City Council will also
consider the need for a Health Impact Assessment.
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4 Planning Policy Framework

Statutory Planning Framework & Principal Policies

4.1 The relevant statutory planning framework for this site is set out in:

� The Government’s Strategic Guidance for London Planning Authorities
(RPG3);

� The Government’s Planning Policy Guidance (PPG) notes, particularly
PPG15 (Planning and the Historic Environment);

� The Mayor’s Draft Spatial Development Strategy;
� The City of Westminster’s Unitary Development Plan (UDP);
� The City of Westminster Supplementary Planning Guidance;
� The City of Westminster’s Civic Renewal Programme launched

September 2001;
� The City of Westminster’s City Plan.

4.2 The City of Westminster’s Unitary Development Plan (UDP) was adopted in
July 1997 and is now approaching the last stage in statutory review. It is
anticipated that the City Council will resolve to adopt a replacement Unitary
Development Plan (RUDP) in November 2004.  The Revised (Pre-Inquiry)
UDP (August 2002) was written with regard to all of the above documents
and contains the principal policies against which any future planning
applications for Marshall Street Baths and Dufours Place Cleansing Depot
will be considered.  The most relevant policies concern listed buildings,
conservation areas, land use and amenity.

4.3 In design and listed building terms any future planning application for works
to the building will be assessed against the following policies:

� STRA 25 Standards of Design
� STRA 26 Conservation Areas and the World Heritage Site
� STRA 27 Listed Buildings, Historic Buildings
� DES 1 Principles of Development
� DES 9 Conservation Areas
� DES 10 Listed Buildings
� DES 14 Strategic Views
� ENV 1 Sustainable and resource-efficient buildings

These policies seek to promote the highest standards of sustainable urban
design, to preserve or enhance the character or appearance of conservation
areas and most importantly to protect and enhance listed buildings, their
settings and those features of special architectural or historic interest that
they possess.

4.4 In land use terms any future application for change of use will first be
assessed against the following policies:
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� STRA 17  Local Community Services
� SOC 1 Community Facilities in General
� ENV 10(Ac) Waste Management
� TRANS 25 Public off-Street Parking

4.5 Leisure centres are classed as community facilities in the UDP, and policies
STRA 17 and SOC 1 seek to protect such uses. Proposals which involve the
development or change of use of community facilities will be required to
include adequate replacement facilities. Where adequate replacement
facilities are not proposed then the City Council will refuse planning
permission for this type of proposal.

4.6 UDP policy ENV 10(Ac) also seeks to protect a number of street cleansing
depots, including the Dufours Place depot, or require its replacement on
redevelopment.  Paragraph 9.61h of the UDP states:

“The City Council will resist development proposals that would affect
these depots.  If their redevelopment is essential, the City Council will
require their replacement on a scale and in a location that continues to
enable them to function efficiently in serving a specific local street
cleansing area.”

4.7 The provision of new car parking facilities is not normally acceptable, unless
this would replace in whole or in part an existing facility (TRANS 25(A)). The
loss of public off-street parking is usually permitted (TRANS 25(C)). Factors
that need to be taken into account in allowing the loss of off-street parking
include:
� the average and peak usage of the car park,
� the availability of alternative nearby public car parks,
� the impact on local on-street parking facilities,
� the impact on traffic and local residential amenity, and
� the need to reduce traffic levels and encourage more sustainable modes

of transport.

4.8 Other potential uses for the site would be determined in accordance with
policies in the Replacement UDP that are relevant to the particular type of
use.  Individual considerations for alternative types of use are discussed in
more detail in Section 5 and relevant policies can be found in the following
chapters of the Replacement UDP:

� Part 1 – Our vision and strategy for promoting and controlling in
development in Westminster.

� Chapter 1 - Westminster’s Central Area
� Chapter 2 - Commerce (Offices, Industry and Showrooms)
� Chapter 3 - Housing
� Chapter 6 - Social and Community Facilities
� Chapter 7 - Shopping and Services
� Chapter 8 - Tourism, Arts, Culture and Entertainment
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4.9 A key consideration in any future application for works or change of use is
the effect that this would have on the surrounding residential amenities.  This
is particularly pertinent as residential units surround the building in Dufours
Place and Marshall Street. The following policies are considered relevant in
assessing any future applications.

� ENV 6a Noise Pollution
� ENV 6b Controlling Noise from Plant, Machinery and Internal Activity
� ENV 10 Waste and Recycling Storage
� ENV 12 Protecting Amenities, Daylight, Sunlight and Environmental

Quality.

Different types of use generate different impacts on surrounding residential
amenity and amenity implications can lead to refusal of an application for
change of use.

4.10 The advice contained within the Council’s adopted Supplementary Planning
Guidance on sustainable buildings in Westminster, published in April 2003,
will be a material planning consideration in the determination of any planning
application.  An Environmental Performance Statement (providing
information on a range of environmental conditions and sustainability – see
policy ENV2 of the UDP) must be submitted with your planning application.
In addition, an independent environmental appraisal such as Ecohomes or
BREEAM should be submitted.

4.11 The City Council will expect to enter into legal agreements to secure planning
obligations for proposals for the building. Policy STRA 6 provides the
framework for securing s106 obligations in order to mitigate the increasing
demands placed on the local environment and services by development
proposals.
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5 Principles for Development

Listed Building and Design Requirements

5.1 PPG15 Planning and the Historic Environment and policy DES 10 of the
RUDP both advise that, normally, the best use for a listed building is that
which it was originally designed for.  Policy DES 9 also recognises that in
addition to visual quality, the uses that are associated with particular buildings
and conservation areas are vitally important to the character of those areas.

5.2 The Marshall Street Leisure Centre is of special architectural and historic
interest and must be retained. Refurbishment of the building in a manner that
respects the special interest of the building is essential. The marble lined main
pool and marble lined entrance halls are of particular interest. Retention of the
main pool for its original use will be required.

5.3 Any alterations to the principal external elevations and within the principal
spaces of the listed complex, in particular, the main swimming pool hall,
should be carried out with particular sensitivity to the special interest of the
original design and detailing of the building and its features. Existing features
should be retained in situ and repairs should be carried out to match existing
original work, in terms of materials used, detailed design and finished
appearance. Reference should be made to the City Council’s supplementary
planning guidance ‘Repairs and Alterations to Listed Buildings.’

5.4 The future of the small pool needs careful consideration.  There is a
preference for retaining as much historic fabric and the appreciation of the
volume as possible, and providing a venue for leisure facilities (wet or dry).
This preference, drawn directly from Council policies, needs however to be
judged against the priority of achieving a viable and sympathetic reuse of the
main facility.

5.5 If there can be shown to be a case for justifying change to the fabric, volume
or even use then the tests set out in Planning Policy Guidance note 15,
'Repairs and Alterations to Listed Buildings' supplementary planning guidance
and the UDP, both in relation to the listed building and the conservation area,
need to be followed alongside the context set out in this brief.

5.6 The northern wing of accommodation in the main pool building is of little
architectural interest internally above ground floor level and internal alterations
here are unlikely to be contentious.

5.7 Dufours Place Cleansing Depot is included in the listing of the Marshall Street
Baths, but is of less special interest. Its interiors are of little architectural
interest. There may be scope, therefore, for greater intervention.

5.8 There may also be scope for extensions to the listed building. However any
extensions must respect the integrity and setting of the listed building. The
front building on Marshall Street frontage is particularly important, and any
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extension at the rear or development above the existing structure should be
subservient in height and scale, and take into account the impact of this part of
the Soho Conservation Area. Given this, any extension should not breach the
development plane of the strategic view of the Houses of Parliament from
Primrose Hill (policy DES 14, reference should also be made to the City
Council’s supplementary planning guidance ‘Strategic Views in Westminster’).

5.9 Applications for listed building consent to alter the building will be subject to
the direction of English Heritage and possible referral to the Secretary of
State.

5.10 The Poland Street Car Park site presents a valuable redevelopment
opportunity to enhance the character and appearance of the area. The City
Council expects new development to be of the highest standards of
sustainable urban design and architectural quality. Regard should be paid to
'Development and Demolition in Conservation Areas' supplementary planning
guidance.  Additionally, development should have regard to the principles set
out in ‘Design Matters in Westminster’, the City Council’s supplementary
planning guidance on creating good city architecture.  If, however, the car park
is retained for re-use, consideration should be given to retaining the
advertisements relating to the buildings previous use as a motor repair
workshop, inside the Poland Street entrance.

5.12 The height, massing and scale of any new buildings should respect the
prevailing character of the surrounding area. This means that new buildings in
excess of four or five storeys are unlikely to be considered acceptable, except
towards the centre of the site where a sixth storey may be acceptable.
Buildings of these heights are unlikely to infringe the strategic view of the
House of Parliament from Primrose Hill (policy DES 14). Any infringement of
the strategic view development plane is unlikely to be acceptable.

5.13 New development should respect the setting of adjacent listed buildings. New
buildings should be of the highest design standards and should be
sympathetic to the character of this part of the Soho Conservation Area.
Traditional natural materials of high quality and durability, such as brick, stone,
slate and lead, are appropriate. New designs should refer to the architectural
characteristics, profile and silhouette of adjacent buildings which contribute
positively to the character of the conservation area. Facades should exhibit an
appropriate level of richness, variety and complexity to echo that of other
buildings in the area. Good modern design may be acceptable, if carried out
successfully within the parameters set out above. The City Council will expect
any new building to incorporate high quality works of public art. Architects and
artists are encouraged to work closely together from the outset of the design
process.

Land Use Requirements

5.14 The City Council expects a comprehensive scheme for the restoration, repair
and reuse of Marshall Street Leisure Centre, the replacement of the Dufours
Place Cleansing Depot and the redevelopment of the Poland Street Car Park,
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to provide a mix of uses that include leisure and civic functions, residential and
commercial uses. The following activities are required as a matter of priority:

� swimming pool and wetside changing facilities;

� dryside leisure facilities including gym and aerobics rooms and dryside
changing facilities;

� cleansing depot facilities;

� affordable housing;

� re-provision of car park;

and the provision either on site or elsewhere to the City Council’s satisfaction:

� rehearsal space for theatre company currently located in the upper floors
of the Dufours Place Cleansing Depot.

Provision of replacement leisure centre facilities

5.15 The Marshall Street Leisure Centre is of special architectural and historic
interest and this special interest must be retained. Refurbishment of the
building in a manner that respects the special interest of the building is
essential. The main pool and marble lined halls are of particular interest.
Retention of the main pool is also required within these considerations there is
opportunity for innovative proposals to meet all the issues raised in this brief.

5.16 It is anticipated that the other areas of the main pool building will be required
for leisure centre use and can be considered for sensitive adaptation.

Street Cleansing Depot

5.17 The redevelopment provides the opportunity to improve and modernise the
City Council’s Cleansing Depot at Dufours Place. The depot is vital to the
provision of market cleaning and 24 hour, 7 days a week, street cleansing
operations in the Soho, Covent Garden and West End areas of the City. A
modernised depot with enhanced vehicle, plant and equipment access, would
be welcomed.

5.18 In the interests of maintaining an efficient street cleansing service and clean
streets, the loss of the Dufours Place Cleansing Depot is resisted by policy
ENV 10(Ac). Should an alternative location be proposed, this must be on a
scale and in a location that continues to enable the relocated depot to function
efficiently in serving Soho, Covent Garden and the West End. Given the
nature of the use, the introduction of a depot in a new location within such a
densely built up area with many residential properties, means that options for
relocation are extremely limited.

5.19 It is important that measures are adopted to improve the appearance and
reduce impact on residential amenity in terms of noise, smell and vehicular
movement.
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5.20 In addition to cleansing depot facilities, provision of public recycling facilities
will also be welcomed. Some on street public recycling facilities are already
located in Dufours Place, which should be retained and extended, with close
attention paid to the amenity of neighbouring residents, particularly from noise.
Public facilities would need be provided separately from the cleansing depot.

Car Park

5.21 The City Council will require the provision of 200 - 350 public off-street car
parking spaces to replace parking currently provided at the Poland Street Car
Park, and potentially at the Broadwick Street Car Park. It is anticipated that the
Poland Street Car Park will involve redevelopment, whilst the Broadwick
Street Car Park could involve a change of use. New parking provision must be
built to modern standards and comply with secure parking status.  Proposals
must contain a Transport Assessment, to include taking account of parking
demands, management and impact on the local area.

5.22 The standards and codes of practice contained within the publication "Design
Recommendations for multi-storey and underground car parks (2002) (3rd
Edition)", or any succeeding guidance, will need to be considered and
complied with.  The publication considers general car park layout design,
planning and structural issues including specific measures that can be used to
enhance durability, and is available from the Institute of Structural Engineers.
Attention should also be paid to the publication “Recommendations for the
inspection, maintenance and management of car park structures” published by
the Institution of Civil Engineers.

5.23 Where new replacement car parking space is provided, the City Council will
seek to ensure through legal agreements (s106) that the tariff structure is
consistent with the traffic restraint/reduction aims and priorities of the RUDP
(TRANS 25 (B)). New car parking space should provide an appropriate level of
parking facilities for disabled people, and space for motorcycles and cycles
(TRANS 25(B)). Provision of public toilets within a replacement car park will
also be welcomed.

Other appropriate uses

5.24 The site is located within the Central Activities Zone (CAZ). Opportunities for
commercial development on the site will be encouraged. However, the
balance of uses will need to be considered, particularly the impact of any
commercial element of the scheme on residential parts of scheme,
surrounding residential properties and the setting of the listed buildings in the
conservation area.

5.25 Given the issues set out above, it is anticipated that the main area of scope for
other uses in association with a leisure centre and depot scheme will be in the
Poland Street Car Park, Dufours Place and the small pool area.
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Residential

5.26 The City Council places the highest priority on the provision of permanent
residential accommodation (policy H 3). Retention of residential
accommodation on site is required (policy H 1), and an increase in provision
would be welcomed in principle. Should the increase in the number of
proposed residential units be 15 or more, the City Council will require the
inclusion of affordable housing on site (policy H 4). The proportion of
affordable housing required will be as follows:

15 unit scheme: 1 affordable housing unit

16-17 units 2 affordable housing units

18-19 units 3 affordable housing units

20-21 units 4 affordable housing units

22-23 units 5 affordable housing units

24 units 6 affordable housing units

25+ units 30% of units as affordable housing units (including 5% for
key workers)

5.27 An element of affordable housing may also be required where developments
fall below the 15 dwelling threshold but where unusually large units are
proposed.

5.28 As well as securing affordable housing, the City Council wishes to secure
housing for key workers in schemes providing 25 or more residential units, as
indicated above. The priority for key worker housing are low paid key workers
who work in occupations that suffer recruitment and retention problems and
who also work for the benefit of Westminster residents. In March 2001 the City
Council considered that three occupational groups, health care, police and
education, met these criteria but these groups will be reviewed from time to
time by the City Council.

5.29 The City Council wishes to encourage families to live in Westminster.
Residential development should incorporate a mix of unit sizes, including 33%
of family sized units (3 or more bedrooms). High quality amenity and private
open space should be included for the family sized units in particular. This
could include balconies and roof level gardens provided they are well
designed and form an integral part of the architectural approach (policy H 10).

5.30 Should the increase in residential be 25 or more units, the City Council will
require that 10% of the units should be designed for long term needs (policy H
9) in order to enable people to remain in their homes as their needs change.
The City Council will use the “Lifetime Homes Standard” as defined in the
Joseph Rowntree publication ‘Meeting part M and designing Lifetime Homes
1999’ as housing designed for long term needs. The City Council will also
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encourage proposed new dwellings in a change of use/conversion scheme to
meet the requirements of Part M of the Building Regulations.

Amenity

5.31 The City Council will ensure that both new and replacement accommodation
receive adequate daylight and sunlight. Furthermore, the City Council aims to
protect the amenity of existing residential properties surrounding the site,
particularly Sandringham Court and William Blake House. Proposals which
result in a material loss of daylight and sunlight to existing buildings or which
result in a significant increase in the sense of enclosure, overlooking or cause
unacceptable overshadowing will be resisted. (Policy ENV 12)

Office

5.32 The Marshall Street Leisure Centre and Dufours Place Cleansing Depot are
located within the Central Activities Zone (CAZ). Opportunities for commercial
development on the site will be encouraged. Office development would be
acceptable, though increases of over 200 sqm will need to be matched by the
equivalent amount of residential floorspace (policy COM 2).

Creative Industries

5.33 The site is also located within the Creative Industries Special Policy Area
(CISPA). Creative Industries is a term which covers a range of businesses
related to the creative process and may be in the form of ‘invisible’ services
such as design or advertising, or ‘tangible’ products such as film, TV
programmes or fashion items. Within Westminster these uses are located
primarily in the West End, including Soho. The draft London Plan identifies
Soho as one of the key clusters of the creative industries in London. The
inclusion of creative industry uses would therefore be welcomed in this part of
Soho. Where appropriate, light industrial space (Class B1 c) will be secured by
planning condition or legal agreement. (Policy COM 9.)

Retail

5.34 The Marshall Street frontage is adjacent to a thriving retail quarter centred on
Carnaby Street, specialising in fashion clothing and footwear. The Poland
Street frontage is within Soho, in retail terms an area characterised by small
independent traders often selling specialist goods. Retention of a retail use is
required on the Poland Street frontage. The site frontage on Marshall Street
has limited scope for retail. However, there may be scope for retail units within
the site, particularly if a new pedestrian route through the site is created. Shop
uses and unit sizes should complement existing retailing in the area. A3 uses
will not be acceptable (see below).
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Arts and Cultural Uses

5.35 New arts and cultural uses may be appropriate (policy TACE 5) such as a
gallery, museum or exhibition space. This part of Soho has historical
associations with the poet and artist William Blake.  Born at 28 Broad Street
(now Broadwick Street) in 1757, and working as a print seller for 3 years at 27
Broad Street, Blake spent much of his life in the locality. Arts and cultural uses
could also reflect the City Council’s aspirations for a Chinese and East Asian
Arts Centre as noted in the Chinatown Action Plan.

Hotel Use

5.36 Provision of a hotel may be acceptable, in this part of Soho (policy TACE 2).
Key issues that would need to be addressed are the picking up and setting
down of visitors and servicing. Increases of over 200 sqm will also need to be
matched by the equivalent amount of residential floorspace (policy CENT 3).

Social and Community Uses

5.37 The provision of social and community facilities is encouraged by policy SOC1
in order to sustain local communities e.g. health related uses of benefit to the
local community - such as health promotion activities and physiotherapy.
However social and community uses that serve a wider area would also be
appropriate, given that the site is located within the CAZ, e.g. further
educational uses.

Unacceptable Uses

5.38 The site is located within the West End Stress Area and is therefore not
considered to be an acceptable location for entertainment uses such as a
restaurant or bar (Class A3 of the Use Classes Order 1987) or nightclub
(Class D2). The stress areas have been designated where it is considered
that the amount of entertainment uses has reached a level of saturation and
where it is considered the entertainment uses are unacceptably concentrated
to the extent that the character of these areas is being eroded by these
entertainment uses. The West End has experienced a significant growth in
the numbers of restaurants and bars over the last ten years. Policy TACE 8
resists the introduction of new entertainment uses within the West End Stress
Area.

5.39 Use of the car park for car storage and car hire facilities that could result in an
intensification of use and additional traffic will not be supported (TRANS
25(D)).
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Other Planning Considerations

Access and Servicing
5.40 Means of access should be contained within the building and should not

impinge upon the highway.

5.41 The only available frontages for access to the site are Poland Street, Marshall
Street and Dufour’s Place. Dufour’s Place already provides vehicular access
to the site for the cleansing depot and may offer the most suitable opportunity
to service the majority of the site, although it does have to cater for the other
demands of the street, including the small public car park (Broadwick Street
Car Park).  The potential for access to the depot and car park from Poland
Street should be explored as an option in order to reduce the pressures on
Dufours Place.

5.42 Ideally, any new development should be serviced by vehicles contained within
the site (policy TRANS 20). The opportunity for this to occur is severely
restricted by the presence of the cleansing depot and the listed nature of the
building.  However, subject to the future of the depot and the acceptability of
any demolition of this part of the site, it may be possible to achieve some off-
street provision.  The extent of this provision would depend upon the content
of the development.

5.43 If the north side of the main block fronting Marshall Street were to be
developed in an independent use that could not be served from the Dufour’s
Place frontage, it should be limited to a use requiring limited servicing, such as
office or residential use.

5.44 There is the potential for improving public access through the site, for example
from Foubert’s Place to Poland Street. Any new route through should have
active ground floor frontages. Environmental improvements to Dufours Place
and Poland Street would be expected as part of any development scheme.

5.45 Proposals will be expected to comply with the requirements of the Disability
Discrimination Act 1995.

Car Parking and Traffic Considerations
5.46 Car parking and cycle parking standards are set out in Appendix 4.2 of the

UDP.  The car parking standards are generally set as a maximum but for
commercial uses at least 20% of the maximum requirement should be
provided which should be suitable for the use of people with disabilities or
whose mobility is impaired.  The maximum permitted for offices, shops,
industry and warehousing is 1 space per 1500m².  Car parking is not normally
required for entertainment and leisure uses but new developments would
normally be expected to meet the demand for coaches, mini-buses and people
with disabilities.  It is recognised that space is limited within this site and there
are existing leisure uses, but the requirement should be met wherever
possible and especially if new uses are introduced.
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5.47 Although the residential requirement for car parking is a maximum, the
surrounding streets are under pressure for parking throughout the day.  The
location in the heart of the West End does have excellent public transport
facilities and is close to two public car parks.  Parking suitable for people with
disabilities should be provided on the basis of 1 space per 10 residential units.

5.48 Cycle parking should be provided to the standard set out in Appendix 4.2.
Facilities should be provided for offices on the basis of 1 space per 125m² and
1 space per 300m² for retail.  The leisure use should make provision for 1
space per 10 staff and 1 space per 20 peak period visitors.  The spaces for
visitors should be easily accessible and convenient to use by the general
public.  A facility should be provided for each residential unit.  Provision for
staff and residents should be off-street, covered lit and secure.  The residential
provision could be within individual dwellings.

Refuse Storage and Disposal
5.49 Provision of adequate refuse storage and disposal should be made at the

earliest design stages and included in the drawings submitted in support of
any application (policy ENV 11). Detailed guidance on the provision of waste
storage is provided in the ‘City of Westminster Waste and Recycling Storage
Requirements’ booklet. Further guidance is to be provided by the City Council
in forthcoming supplementary planning guidance on ‘Waste and Recycling
Management and Storage’.

Sustainable Building
5.50 Developers will be encouraged to apply sustainable design principles  and will

be required to complete an Environmental Performance Statement (policy
ENV 1). This is a written statement that accompanies a planning application
providing detailed information on a range of environmental conditions and
indicates how these will be affected by new development. A checklist for an
Environmental Performance Statement is attached at Appendix 9. Not all parts
will be relevant to proposals for the site.

5.51 Some sustainable design choices will be constrained due to the listed building
and conservation area. Applicants should consult ‘Supplementary Planning
Guidance on Sustainable Buildings’ (City of Westminster, 2003) for an
explanation of sustainable design principles, examples of good practice and
guidance on methods appropriate for development of existing and new
properties in Westminster.  Paragraph 9.4a in the UDP also identifies
sustainable design principles.

Safety and Security
5.52 Early consideration of crime prevention and public security is important.

Careful design can help to reduce the vulnerability of both people and property
to crime in the built environment, as well as reducing fear of crime. Together
with good maintenance, this can also discourage graffiti and litter and make
the resulting development more attractive and usable.

5.53 In the development of the site the City Council will expect the design to
incorporate separate entrances for different uses and careful design of fire
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escape routes. Light levels around the site will need to be reviewed in the
context of specific development proposals.

5.54 The City Council will consult the Metropolitan Police Crime Prevention Design
Advisor on any proposals for the site and seek to incorporate his advice into
the scheme where appropriate, those interested in developing schemes for the
site should also liaise with this advisor.
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6 Planning Obligations

6.1 The aim of this planning brief is to enable the restoration and maintenance of
the listed building in accordance with the requirements outlined above and to
ensure that any future change of use and redevelopment of the remaining site
meets the objectives of the UDP and the needs of the public and other
stakeholders.  The brief also gives the opportunity to establish any necessary
planning obligations at an early stage taking into account the needs and
requirements of corporate and other stakeholders.  There is a balance to be
struck between the need for schemes to mitigate the impacts which they give
rise to, contribute to the City and the promotion of economic prosperity.
Westminster recognises that in order for development to be sustainable,
social, economic and environmental benefits must also be delivered to the City
as a whole. Planning obligations are seen by Westminster as one of the key
ways to deliver sustainable development and to meet the needs of all of
Westminster's neighbourhoods, residents, workers and visitors and achieving
an efficient and high quality environment.

6.2 The City Council will expect to enter into legal agreements and as necessary
bonds, to secure planning obligations for proposals for the building. Policy
STRA 6 provides the framework for securing s106 obligations in order to
mitigate the increasing demands placed on the local environment and services
by development proposals. The City Council is preparing supplementary
planning guidance on s106 obligations, which should be issued for public
consultation in 2004.

6.3 The following list provides details of the type of planning obligations that will
be sought in any development of Poland Street Car Park, Marshall Street
Baths and the Dufours Place Cleansing Depot:
� The repair, restoration and maintenance of the building and assurance that

the work of restoration and necessary intervention is of the highest quality
in terms of workmanship, materials and design and ensures the
satisfactory preservation of the Grade II listed building;

� public access to leisure centre facilities and associated community uses;
� improvements to the public realm, including the provision of CCTV, at

Dufours Place, Poland Street and Marshall Street including improvements
to the setting of the buildings.

6.4 Subject to the precise nature of the proposed development the following may
need to be considered:
� provision of public toilets; and
� affordable housing, including key worker housing.
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7. The Way Forward and Form of Application

7.1 The City Council and English Heritage recognise the significance of securing
viable and sustainable uses for this important Grade II listed building.  The
purpose of this brief has been to set out the City of Westminster’s
considerations on uses for the whole of the site and to encourage a joint
working strategy between the City Council, the future developer, and English
Heritage.  The brief is intended to help the City Council undertake an effective
marketing campaign and ensure potential occupiers are aware of the City
Council’s policies and considerations.

7.2 It is recommended that any potential developer/occupier enters into early pre
application discussions with the City Council and all relevant parties to ensure
that the relevant factors are taken into consideration and that any future
application is in line with the requirements set out in this brief.  Initial contact
should certainly be made with the City Council and English Heritage before
any application is formally submitted.  The City Council is currently preparing
guidelines for the information required in pre-application discussions and in
the submission of major planning applications (NB: to be included as appendix
when agreed).

7.3 Future applications for planning permission and listed building consent should
be in detailed form.  The proposal should demonstrate by use of detailed
drawings and a written statement how they have taken into account
architectural quality, regard to relevant listed building policies, surrounding
amenities and relevant marketing information.  The application should be
accompanied by detailed proposals for the protection of the retained fabric
and a detailed statement setting out the justification, design approach and
methods for the work.  The City Council will also need to be assured that any
potential developer/occupier will fund the repair and restoration of the building
and legal agreements will be sought to guarantee that the repair and
restoration works will be satisfactorily completed by the developer.

7.4 It is the City Council’s intention to market the site to secure a developer to
undertake the refurbishment of the leisure centre and to carry out the
redevelopment of the remainder of the site. The Council is minded to retain
the leisure centre, depot and car park, but will on completion of the
development, dispose of the remainder to the developer.

7.5 In setting out the relevant policies and the sites’ planning history, the City
Council wants to see innovative and high quality proposals in order to bring
the leisure centre back into public use and achieve a comprehensive physical
regeneration of this part of Soho. Given the context only high quality and
innovative schemes are likely to satisfy the Council’s policies.
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8 Contacts and Further Information

Contacts

Tim Butcher Policy, UDP issues and questions 020 7641 5972
arising from the draft planning brief

Robert Ayton Design Issues 020 7641 2978

Sarah Gatehouse Land use planning issues 020 7641 2926

Steven Robb English Heritage   020 7973 3765

Ian Tompkinson Property 020 7641 1973

Alan Cook Waste Management & depot 020 7641 7965

Torren Smith Cross Rail West Central Area 020 7941 7641
Consultation Manager

Richard Sapsted  Highways 020 7641 2625

Further Information
The following is a list of the City Council’s published information that should be
considered when submitting any future planning or listed building application:

� The City of Westminster Unitary Development Plan adopted July 1997

� The City of Westminster Replacement Unitary Development Plan (Pre-
Inquiry version) August 2002

� Supplementary planning guidance – ‘Repairs and Alterations to Listed
Buildings’ (1996)

� Supplementary planning guidance – ‘The Protection of Historic
Buildings in Westminster’ (2000)

� Supplementary planning guidance – ‘Strategic Views in Westminster’
(1994)

� Supplementary planning guidance – ‘Design Matters in Westminster’
(2001)

� Supplementary planning guidance – ‘Sustainable Buildings’ (2003)

� City of Westminster Waste and Recycling Storage Requirements
booklet
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Further information can also be obtained from the internet through the following
websites:

� City of Westminster - www.westminster.gov.uk (Click on planning and
licensing for further information on the Unitary Development Plan and
Development Planning Services)

� English Heritage - www.english-heritage.org.uk

� Office of the Deputy Prime Minister – www.odpm.gov.uk/ppg/index.htm
(for national planning policy guidance).

� Mayor of London – www.london.gov.uk (select Mayor’s Publications,
and then strategies to view the London Plan. The Examination in Public
Panel Report published 22 July is also now available to view).

http://www.westminster.gov.uk/
http://www.odpm.gov.uk/ppg/index.htm
http://www.london.gov.uk/
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APPENDIX 8

Specification for replacement cleansing depot
Firstly, if any redevelopment is to take place involving the existing depot, a site will be
needed to move to within the area of the development site in order to carry on the
operation.  This means that either the new depot or the temporary depot needs to be
provided before the operation can move from the existing site.

A review of other nearby depots has recently been carried out  - Newport Place and
Drury Lane - to see whether any space was available to enable staff, vehicles and
plant to be moved into those depots to facilitate the early evacuation of Farm Street
Depot.  It has been confirmed that neither would be capable of being used
temporarily whilst Dufours Place is redeveloped.  

Dufours Place represents a key to the efficient operation of the cleansing service.
The Depot must be capable of being used 24 hours a day 7 days a week including
Bank and Public Holidays (for the avoidance of doubt this includes Christmas Day).

The Depot is responsible for the cleansing of Berwick Street and Rupert Street
Markets and waste from the markets is walked back to the depot several times a day
by a janitor sweeper and placed in a portable skip compactor. The compactor is then
removed by a skip lorry. The site therefore needs to be close enough to enable this
service to continue to operate and have space for a portable compactor which in
turns needs to be accessible by a skip vehicle.  The compactor is emptied 7 days a
week.

The depot must have sufficient space for 

� 1 Johnson 5000 mechanical broom (operating days and evenings),
(L) 5360mm 

(WL) 6300mm

(W) 2520mm (allowing for door opening) 

(H) 2420mm 

(WH) 3690mm

� 2 (two) C40 cab driven mechanical brooms, (operating days and evenings)

(L) 4160 mm 

(W) 2220mm (allowing for door opening) 

(H) 2200mm – 

(WH) 3620mm (allows back to be raised for washing inside)

� 1 (one) cab driven pavement washer 
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(L) 4160 mm 

(W) 2220mm (allowing for door opening) 

(H) 2200mm – 

(WH) 3620mm (allows back to be raised for washing inside)

� 5 (five) Madvac pedestrian operated mechanical sweepers

(L) 2530mm

(W) 950mm

(H) 1150mm

� 3 (three) Pedestrian operated electric trucks (plus charging units)

(L) 2140mm

(W) 1380mm

(H) 2670mm

(WH) 3350mm

� 2 (two) Cantonet pedestrian operated electric units 

(L) 1700mm 

(W) 700mm 

(H) 1600 mm – 

� 40 (forty) hand barrows

(L) 1800mm 

(W) 900mm 

(H) 1200mm

� 3 (three) Cage Vehicles

(L) 6300mm 

(WL) 7200mm (allows for lowering of tailgate)

(W) 3240mm (allowing for door opening) 

(H) 3020mm – 

(WH) 3020mm
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� 1 (one) Aquazura Pavement Scrubber

(L) 4960mm 

(W) 2150mm (allowing for door opening) 

(H) 2200mm – 

(WH) 3600mm

� 1 (one) 9.5cu metre Compaction skip 4.5m (w) x 5.8m (l) x 4.8m (h)
(service bay dimensions)

� Any building through which a skip vehicle passes must have a minimum clear
height of 4.5m to allow for overhead fixtures and fittings.  This must increase to
4.8m in the service area containing the skip. As a result of incidents recently
investigated by the HSE (not in Westminster) it is also essential that the skip
vehicle can load/unload on a level surface  - i.e. no incline.

� Turning circles or hammerheads must be provided for skip and HGV vehicles.
There should not be an expectation that vehicles can be reversed out of or into
the depot.

� The use of lifts to transport vehicles out of basement areas to ground floor level
are not considered to be an acceptable risk.

� No inclines for hand barrows to be pushed up should be more than 1:20

� No hand barrows can be pushed up more than 1 floor.

Power supply for compactor – 415v 32-45amps (depending upon model) three phase
neutral & earth .  The power supply should terminate with and RCD Box located
within 2 metres of the compactor.

Accommodation
� 60 (sixty) staff (allows for seasonal variations in staff during the summer period)

Lockers

Showers

Drying Room  (Separate facilities must be available for male and female
staff)

Toilets 

Mess Room
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� Managers office (accommodation for 2 (two) Managers on day shift, 2 (two) on
Evenings)

� 1 Allocation Office (min 9 sq.m.) handbarrows and vehicles must be visible to this
office or pass the office when entering or leaving the depot

� Parking for Managers cars (2 (two) electric vehicles for use in the City)

� Salt store for 10 (ten) tonnes of salt

� Interceptor drains to allow vehicles and plant to be washed down at the end of
each shift.

� Water supply for power washing equipment – small mechanical brooms at the
end of each shift and litter bins in area every month.

� Separate wash down area.

� 62sqm of secure equipment stores (for brooms/uniforms/chemicals etc.,),
including storage for 30 (thirty) litterbins (allows bins to be removed for washing
and storage during special events), and 1 bunded diesel store – (Jerry cans for
small qualities of diesel for walk behind mechanical sweepers) and chemical/
sharps store.

� Adequate lighting to allow site to be used 24 hours a day

� The site must be capable of being secured when not in use and should be
accessed by it’s own service route.

� Pedestrian traffic (sweepers with hand barrows) should be separated from
vehicular traffic – both WCCs and other users

� telephone line

� Computer link to Uniform system

Visitors
� The site will also be visited by other vehicles which will not be based at the depot

(caged vehicle with tail lift delivering stores/delivering and removing litter bins to
and from the streets or central depot)

� Sub contractors vehicles carrying out repairs and maintenance to small
mechanical equipment.

� New vehicles being delivered or small vehicles being returned from major
repair/servicing will be delivered on trailers.  This will either need to be able to
enter the site or unload outside.

� Parking outside the depot should be restricted and there need to be unloading
bays.
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